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that (.4 f B).(TB)

plify the following expressions:

A+ B.C + D.(E + F)
A.B.e .D + A.B.e.D +
A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D +
A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D

a truth table to
the truth table
A.B + A.D

A,B,E,D + A,B,E,D +
A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D +

represent the algorithm.
obtain an expression for F and show that

t RS laich using NOR gates and describe its function.

it has four inputs A, B, C, and D representing the sixteen nat-
inary integers 00002 to 11112. A is the most significant bit and

Ieast significant bit. The output of the circuit, F, is true if
ut is divisible by multiple of 4, 5, 6 or 7, with the exception of
ihich case the output is false. Zero is not divisible bv 4, 5, 7 or Z.



2. (a) Describe with the aid of
' numbers.

What is the range of 2's

will happen if we vioiate

examples, the properties of 2's comp

complement numbers in 'n' bits and

this range? Provide examples.

(b) Explain the meaning of the
resentation:

i. excess notation
ii. : normalized mantissa

ur. hrdden brt

following terms 1n the floating-point

(c) Describe the single precision IEEE floating-point representatio!,

Represent the following decimal numbers into single-precision

32-bit) fl oating-point numbers:

i. -125.375

ii.0.001

Convert the following single precision (IEEtr 32-bit) floatl

numbers into decimal numbers:

i. 0 10000010 10010000000000000000000

ii. 1 01111110 11000000000000000000000
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a) Describe the functions of the following registers in n to-p'IQt'
o Program Counter (PC)

o Accumulator (ACC)

r Instruction Register (IR;)

o Memory Address Register

o Memory Bufier Register

(b) Explain the steps involved in instruction execution'

. -4,
- . )i. .1"'

Q Partial list of'Opcodes' of a hypothetical machine are given below:

0001 = load, accumulator Jrorn rnemory

0010 = store accumulator to memorY

0101 : add to accumulator from metnorA

Show the relevaqf pqrtio4s of mgmory and CPU registers for the ad-

dition of two numbers located in the memory at the addresses 55010

and 551ra and stores the result in the later location.

Describe the advantages and disadvantages of micro programming

With ihe aid of a block diagram, describe a micro programmed control

unit, explaining various elements involved.

ate, with the aid of a block diagram, the use of Cache Memory
alleviating the speed mismatch of memory and processors Explain

terms spatial locality and temporal locality of reference of tn-

ctions in programs.

a schematic diagram for a DMA transfer from input to memory

describe the steps involved in the DMA transfer of one word'

ibe the steps involved in interrupt servicing routine to cater to

I/O requirement.

ibe the two ways to handle multiple interrupts.


